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Abstract. Orbit enumerations represent an important class of mathemat-
ical algorithms which is widely used in computational discrete mathe-
matics. In this paper, we present a new shared-memory implementation
of a generic Orbit skeleton in the GAP computer algebra system [5,6].
By defining a skeleton, we are easily able to capture a wide variety of
concrete Orbit enumerations that can exploit the same underlying par-
allel implementation. We also propose a generic cost model for predict-
ing the speedups that our Orbit skeleton will deliver for a given appli-
cation on a given parallel system. We demonstrate the scalability of our
implementation on a 64-core shared-memory machine. Our results show
that we are able to obtain good speedups over sequential GAP programs
(up to 36 on 64 cores).
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1. Introduction
Orbit enumerations represent an important class of algorithms that is widely used
in computational discrete mathematics, e.g. for the determinisation of finite state
automata, processing formal languages (parsing) and natural languages (morphol-
ogy), computer-aided verification via model checking and modelling of complex
systems, for example in UML. Informally, an Orbit enumeration is an algorithm
that computes the transitive closure for a given set of elements and a given list of
generator functions that each map an element of the orbit to some (perhaps pre-
viously unknown) element. The enumeration terminates when no new elements
can be added to the orbit using any of the generators on any element. Typically
the number of reachable elements computed in this way is huge (in our test exam-
ple 1.2 million points out of 10228 potential elements) and requires the usage of
an efficient administrative data structure for cheap detection of duplicates, e.g. a
hash table. While there have been some previous attempts to produce parallel im-
plementations of Orbit enumerations, existing solutions usually do not scale well
on larger systems or are tailored to a specific instance of the problem [7]. The two
main problems that need to be overcome are that naive parallelisation yields ex-
cessively fine-grained parallelism, and that the shared administrative data struc-
ture needs to be implemented both efficiently and without creating a hotspot that
will throttle the parallel computation.
This paper presents a new implementation of an algorithmic skeleton for Or-
bit enumerations using the GAP computer algebra system [5]. Algorithmic skele-
tons are implementations of common parallel patterns, parametrised over worker
functions and other implementation-specific information (e.g. to guide task de-
composition). A skeleton can be specialised to a specific problem by providing
concrete instantiations of the worker function and other information. Orbit enu-
merations, as studied here, are specific instances of a general search space ex-
ploration problem, but with some specific properties arising from the application
domain of computational discrete mathematics. The generator functions are typ-
ically very fine-grained, the parallel branching factor is often low (generators will
often map to known points), and the task pool is both dynamic and self-pruning,
with new tasks produced through feedback. Both pruning and task creation must
be highly efficient, and perhaps use specialised memory representations and tests.
The specific research contributions of this paper are:
1. We design and implement a new domain-specific parallel skeleton for the
Orbit algorithm using the GAP computer algebra system;
2. We present performance results for the Orbit skeleton for a realistic in-
stance, demonstrating speedups over the sequential implementation of up
to 36 on a 64-core shared-memory system;
3. We present a new abstract cost model for predicting the performance of
specific instances of the Orbit skeleton on some parallel hardware, given
some simple information about granularity and hardware characteristics;
GAP is the leading open source software for computational group theory. By
using GAP, we are able to exploit a rich and complex library of group-theoretic
algorithms, developed over two decades by expert mathematicians, and encoding
detailed knowledge of many specialised applications in computational discrete
mathematics.
2. The Orbit Algorithm
The orbit enumeration problem can be formally described in the following way.
Definition 1 (Orbit of an element)
Let X be a set of points, G a set of generators, f : X×G→ X a function (where
f(x, g) will be denoted by x ·g) and x0 ∈ X a point in X. The orbit of x0, denoted
by OG(x0), is the smallest set M ⊆ X such that
1. x0 ∈M
2. for all y ∈M and all g ∈ G we have y · g ∈M .
It is worth noting that the set X can be very large and is not given a-priori.
The basic sequential orbit enumeration algorithm starts with two lists, M = [x0]
(orbit points discovered so far) and U = [x0] (a set of unprocessed points), and a
hash table T = {x0}. In each step, we remove the first point x from U , apply all
generators g ∈ G to x and add the resulting points x · g (that are not in M) to
M , T and U . This eventually terminates (when all g ∈ G have been applied to
all x ∈M), discovering the whole of the orbit OG(x0). The sequential algorithm
is shown below.
Data: x0 ∈ X, g1, g2, . . . , gk : X → X
Result: A list M containing the orbit of the element x0
1 T := {x0} (a hash table); M := [x0] (a list); U = [x0] (a list);
2 while U is not empty do
3 x := head of U ; Remove x from U ;
4 for i← 1 to k do
5 y := x · gi;
6 if y /∈ T then
7 Add y to T ;
8 Add y to the end of U ;
9 Append y to the end of M ;
Figure 1. Sequential Orbit algorithm pseudocode
At a first glance, it may seem that the sequential Orbit algorithm can be par-
allelised by carrying out step 5 for all generators and all points in U indepen-
dently (preserving the ordering of results). However, there is a synchronisation
part (steps 6–9) where the duplicates need to be discovered. This requires com-
munication among the tasks that apply generators to different elements of U . We
describe our solution to this problem in Section 4.
3. The GAP Computer Algebra System
GAP is the leading free system for computational discrete algebra (http://www.
gap-system.org). It is designed to be natural to use for mathematicians; to be
powerful and flexible for experts and to be freely extensible so that it can encom-
pass new mathematics. GAP has many features that are particularly suitable for
large-scale Orbit computations in Computer Algebra. It supports very efficient
linear algebra over small finite fields, multiple representations of groups, sub-
groups, cossets and different types of group elements, and backtrack search algo-
rithms for permutation groups. It provides basic parallel programming primitives,
plus higher-level automatic task placement, communication and load balancing
techniques.
4. The Parallel Orbit Skeleton
Our Parallel Orbit skeleton uses two different kinds of threads:
• Hash server threads, that use hash tables to determine which points are
duplicates; and
Data: the set G, the action function X ×G→ X, the number h of hash
servers and a distribution hash function f : X → {1, . . . , h}
1 while true do
2 get a chunk C of points ;
3 R := a list of length h of empty lists;
4 for x ∈ C do
5 for g ∈ G do
6 y := x · g;
7 append y to R[f(y)];
8 for j ∈ {1, . . . , h} do
9 schedule sending R[j] to hash server j;
Figure 2. Pseudo code for a worker
Data: A chunk size s
1 initialise a hash table T ;
2 while true do
3 get a chunk C of points from our input queue;
4 for x ∈ C do
5 if x /∈ T then
6 add x to T ;
7 if at least s points in T are unscheduled then
8 schedule a chunk of size s points for some worker;
9 if there are unscheduled points in T then
10 schedule a chunk of size < s points for some worker;
Figure 3. Pseudo code for a hash server
• Worker threads that obtain chunks of points from hash servers and apply
generators to them, so producing new points.
This means that we have explicit two-way communication between each hash
server and each worker, but no communication between different hash servers or
different workers. Where there are multiple hash servers, we use a distribution
hash function to decide which hash servers is responsible for storing each point.
Figure 2 shows the pseudo code of a worker thread and Figure 3 the pseudo
code of a hash server thread. Initially, all hash servers and input queues are empty
and all workers are idle. We first feed a single point into one of the hash servers,
which immediately creates some work. This hash server sends this work to a
worker which, in turn, produces more points that are then sent to the correspond-
ing hash servers. This bootstraps the whole computation. The number of points in
the system increases and, eventually, all input queues become completely full and
the system as a whole becomes busy. Towards the end of the computation, fewer
new points are discovered. Eventually all generators will have been applied to all
points and the computation terminates. Now all workers are idle again and the
hash servers collectively know all the points in the orbit. In our GAP implementa-
tion we maintain one channel for the input queue of each hash server. Any worker
can write to any of these channels. We also maintain a single shared channel for
the work queue. Due to a chunking mechanism, this is not a bottleneck.
Cost Model: Our orbit enumeration algorithm has essentially two basic opera-
tions: the first, Act, is acting with a generator g on a point x resulting in x · g,
and the second, Lookup, is looking up a point x in a hash table. Let A be the
number of Act operations a worker can do per second and L be the number of
Lookup operations a hash server can do per second.
Assumptions 1
We assume the following idealising facts:
1. All workers operate at the same speed described by A.
2. All hash servers operate at the same speed described by L.
3. The distribution hash function actually distributes the points in the orbit
uniformly to the hash servers.
4. All points in the orbit are discovered equally many times during the com-
putation1.
5. Any task can send data to any other task with the same bandwidth.
6. Concurrent communication between different pairs of tasks does not lower
the bandwidth.
7. All latency of communication is successfully avoided by queueing.
8. Communication between tasks can happen concurrently to lookup (in the
hash servers) and acting (in the workers), and does not slow down either
one of the operations Lookup and Act.
9. The rate of discovery of new points is fast enough to fill our queues.
In our shared memory implementation all latency and communication assump-
tions are trivially fulfilled. In practical applications we easily find a distribution
hash function for assumption 3.
Theorem 2 (A-priori cost estimate)
Let OG(x0) have size N and let G have size k. Let w be the number of workers
and h be the number of hash servers. Assume that the Assumptions 1 hold. Then
the runtime of our algorithm is approximately
max
{
kN
wA
,
kN
hL
}
5. Performance Results
In this section, we present a preliminary evaluation of our Parallel Orbit skeleton
on a shared-memory machine consisting of 4 AMD Opteron 6376 processors,
each comprising 16 cores (giving us a 64-core system). Each core runs at 1.4GHz
and has 16Kb of private L1 data cache. In addition, each processor has 8x64Kb
of L1 instruction caches and 8x2Mb of L2 caches (shared between two cores),
1This is usually fulfilled in the examples from the computational group theory
and 2x8Mb of L3 caches (shared between 8 cores). As an instance of an Orbit
enumeration, we are considering the sporadic finite simple Harada-Norton group
in its 760-dimensional representation over the field with 2 elements, acting on
vectors. The set X of all possible points consists of about 10228 elements. The
size of the orbit is 1.4 million points, and we are using 10 random generators.
On each figure, we consider mean speedups over 5 runs of the same instance. We
have also added error bars in the cases where error margin was notable.
Figure 4 shows the absolute speedups (when using the sequential Orbit al-
gorithm executed with one thread as a base time) that we have obtained with 1
to 4 hash server threads, and 1 to 32 worker threads. We can observe very good
speedups, up to 23 with 4 hash servers and 28 worker threads (so, using 32 cores
in total). We can also observe that about 7 workers produce enough points to fully
load one hash server. Also, for a fixed number of hash servers h, the speedups
grow almost linearly with the increase in number of workers. Once the number
of workers reaches 7h, we do not observe further increase in speedups. This is
exactly what our cost model predicts. Note further that, on our testbed, it is
not possible to obtain linear speedups, due to frequency scaling of cores when
multiple cores are used at the same time. Therefore, the figure also shows ideal
speedups that could be obtained. The ideal speedup on n cores was estimated by
taking the runtime of the sequential Orbit algorithm in one thread (and having
n− 1 parallel threads executing a dummy spin locking function that does not use
any memory, to scale down the frequency) and then dividing it by n.
We were able to obtain similar results on other shared-memory architec-
tures. Due to space limitations, we omit these results here. We refer reader to
http://jv.host.cs.st-andrews.ac.uk/orbitResults.pdf
for additional results.
To test the scalability further, Figure 5 shows the speedups obtained on the
same machine with 7 and 8 hash servers, and up to 57 workers, therefore using
all 64 cores in the system. The speedups steadily increase in both cases from
18 to 35 (with 7 hash servers) and 36 (with 8 hash servers). The fact that the
speedup obtained is suboptimal can be attributed both to the problem itself, since
in these cases the bootstrapping and finishing phases (where not enough points
are available to utilise all workers) become dominant, and to the hardware, since
there are only 16 memory channels, which limits the memory access when more
hash servers and workers are used.
6. Related Work
A more formal description of the Orbit algorithm can be found in [4]. There are
unfortunately very few detailed descriptions of Orbit implementations, other than
the one we have given here. One exception is a parallel C implementation using
hash tables [7]. This implementation is, however, designed specifically for matrix
groups. It is therefore not a general parallel skeleton, as described here.
Algorithmic skeletons [2], or patterns of parallel computation [8], have proven
to be effective for isolating the parallel coordination from the computation as-
pects of an application. The most prominent generic pattern is Google’s MapRe-
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Figure 4. Absolute speedups for the Parallel Orbit skeleton for the HN instance
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Figure 5. Absolute speedups for the Parallel Orbit skeleton for the HN instance with 6 and 7
hash servers
duce [3], which has been applied to hundreds of concrete applications. Emerging
practitioner-oriented textbooks on how to program multi-cores promote parallel
pattern approaches [1,9]. In contrast to this work, we present a domain-specific
pattern that accounts for the dynamic characteristics typical in computer alge-
bra, namely dynamic parallelism, and we apply it to foundational computational
mathematics code, which itself has numerous instances in concrete application
domains.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a domain-specific Orbit skeleton, achieving speedups of up to 36
on a 64-core shared-memory machine. In addition, we proposed a cost model for
estimating the speedups that can be obtained with the Orbit skeleton on a given
parallel machine.
By implementing a skeleton for a widely used computational pattern in com-
putational discrete mathematics, we enable parallelism for a wide class of impor-
tant algorithms, such as the determinisation of finite state machines. Being of
foundational nature, these instances are applied in many different application do-
mains, such as natural language processing. In developing the Orbit skeleton, we
addressed several issues that are characteristic for parallel computational discrete
mathematics algorithms: the parallelism in the application is highly dynamic,
with the number of potential parallel tasks varying widely over time; it is cru-
cial to gauge the parallelism for early peak utilisation and to coalesce individual
computations to achieve suitable granularity.
As a future work, we plan to implement a distributed-memory version of the
Orbit skeleton and to evaluate it both on a single cluster and on parallel systems
comprising geographically-distributed clusters. We also plan to extend the cost
model for this setting and to verify more rigorously that it can accurately predicts
the speedups that will be obtained.
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